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lifemy
Letter from the Editor:
Dear Readers,

Welcome to the first edition of “my life” magazine! This magazine is all about you, your life, 
your health, and your future! We believe that every older adult has the right and the ability 
to live their best life to the fullest and we would love to be a part of helping you do just that. 
We want to provide information and ideas to inspire you to try new experiences, learn new 
things, and to simply love your life every day. 

Albert Einstein once said, “Adversity introduces a man to himself.” If that’s true, then what 
an opportunity we’ve had this year to get to know ourselves better! The COVID-19 pandemic 
and the topics of social and racial injustice that have been brought to the forefront of 
awareness this year have certainly challenged us all to take a look inside, examine who 
we are and how that will shape our relationships, our communities, and our world. Even in 
the midst of social isolation and physical distancing or maybe because of it, we have been 
moved more and more to consider how our actions and choices affect others. I can freely 
admit that I have been challenged myself over the past year to continually ask, “Am I living 
my best life? Am I being my best self?” It’s important to check in with yourself on these 
questions, not just for yourself but also in light of how we can support others to do the 
same. It’s from this desire to encourage older adults to live active, dynamic lives that “my 
life” magazine was born. We want to dispel ageist myths that say life ends at retirement 
and instead celebrate the achievements and experiences of people who are still learning, 
growing, and making the most of every day! We hope to inspire you to do the same.

I encourage you to flip the perspective on this challenging year and use it to get to know 
yourself better than ever before. Are you living your best life? How can I help?

Sincerely,

Miriam Bozman
Editor, “my life” magazine





do you know?
How to Communicate with Your Loved One with Alzheimer’s

1. Never Demand. Instead Ask.
2. Never argue. Instead Agree.
3. Never reason. Instead Divert.
4. Never Shame. Instead Distract.
5. Never Force. Instead Reinforce. 
6. Never Lecture. Instead Reassure.
7. Never say “I told you!” Instead Repeat.
8. Never Condescend. Instead Encourage.
9. Never say “You can’t.” Instead Focus on What Is Possible.
10. Never say “Remember.” Instead Reminisce.

Senior Superheroes
What are the chances that two local seniors 
would want to jump out of a perfectly good 
airplane for their birthdays in the same year? 
Apparently, they’re pretty good because 
that’s exactly what happened when Etta 
Hellyer (90 at the time) and Henry Martens 
(95 at the time) decided to raise money for 
Tabor Village by doing exactly that in July 
2019. They didn’t know each other before the 
jump but they became fast friends when they 
each approached the Tabor Village Capital 
Campaign team to make their skydiving dream 
come true! When the team heard Henry and 
Etta’s desire to use their birthdays to help 
other seniors live life to the fullest, they were 
thrilled to help. More than 400 family members, 
friends, and supporters showed up to watch 
Henry and Etta experience the magnificence 
of human flight at over 200KPH in freefall from 
around 12,500 feet in the air! 
Let these local superheroes inspire you to 
celebrate every day! So what are you doing for 
your birthday this year? Tell us at mbozman@
taborvillage.org and maybe you could be 
featured as our next Senior Superhero!

Ella Hellyer & Henry Martens prepare to jump out 
of a plane in Abbotsford BC. (Photo: Reece Murray)



Exploring Your Options
What Are Your Plans?
It’s never too late to start planning for your 
future and your family’s future. With drastic 
real estate market increases over the past 
few years, some of us homeowners now have 
more equity in our homes than we could ever 
imagine. Everyone has different plans for life 
and what to do with their assets, and there’s 
certainly no right or wrong answer. My goal, as 
a Financial Planner and Mortgage Broker, is to 
enlighten you on all of your options, provide 
professional advice, and help you through the 
process.
Equity takeout - It’s a term commonly used 
when we finance an asset (in this case our 
home), to pull out some of its value in the 
form of cash. You may want to do this for 
several reasons: to live a more fruitful life, to 
pass down an inheritance to your children 
or grandchildren, or even to use as a down 
payment for a rental property. All of these 
reasons are feasible without having to sell the 
home you love and cherish.
But How? You may be retired and wondering 
how to finance your home on your current 
fixed pension income; Well, in finance, there 
are always options! It’s just a matter of 
figuring out which of the options you have 
make the most sense for you. We have all 
types of specialty programs designed exactly 
for these types of scenarios.
As a professional mortgage broker, I have the 
ability to explore all of your options with you, 
and am able to provide you with the proper 
advice to go along with them. My background 
as a Financial Planner also allows me to 
translate these options into an action plan 
that makes financial sense. 
Let’s see what option makes sense for you!

Brandon Regier
Your trusted Mortgage Broker

my finances



my home
Get a Head Start on Downsizing
Whittling down a lifetime’s worth of belongings can often be overwhelming, emotional, and 
always takes longer than you think. Getting a jump on organizing what stays and what goes can 
be painful, but it can also be liberating. 
So often we see people try to sift through a lifetime of personal belongings while they’re trying 
to sell their home, or even worse, after their home is sold. Starting the process before you 
decide to make a move can reduce or even eliminate a major stress factor from the buying and 
selling process. Starting early also affords you the time to decide where you want certain items 
to go, and who they are gifted or sold to. As an added bonus, decluttering will only help the 
showcase and resale value of your home when you are ready to make a move. 
While downsizing can be an uneasy journey, in the end you’ll be surrounded by the things you 
value most and the memories attached to them.
To help get you started, we’re sharing our best tips to make things easier on you:
1) Start with the smaller areas of your home with the least emotional attachment, such as the linen 
closet or laundry room. It will help get the process started and make it seem less overwhelming.
2) Only make yes or no piles - no maybes. If you’re tempted to make a third pile for things that 
you either don’t want to decide on right now or feel like you’ll keep if you have the space, don’t 
do it. It will just leave you with another pile to deal with later and always ends up being the 
largest pile of the three.

3) Get the family involved. You may be 
storing things for your kids that they don’t 
even want anymore. 
No matter where you are in the downsizing 
or moving process, it’s important to stay 
organized and ask for help when you need 
it. Happy home hunting!

- Nick Van Staalduinen
Expert Realtor for over a decade



my health
Helping you See Clearly 
by Dr. Lynden Balisky, OD
If you want to see your way clearly towards living your best life, you must be proactive with your 
health. Many people forget that getting regular eye check ups and being aware of your eye 
health risk factors are vital. Here are the top age-related eye conditions you should be aware of. 
Glaucoma - Glaucoma can vary from exhibiting no symptoms at all to severe pain and nausea, 
redness of the eye and blurred vision. It’s caused by increased pressure in the eye and it can 
only be detected through eye exams, making regular exams a crucial part of your eye health.
Cataracts - If you live long enough, you will experience cataracts but increased risk comes with 
diabetes, smoking, and alcohol use. Cataracts cause cloudy/blurry vision and/or faded colours. 
Treatment options include surgery so speak to your optometrist about what’s right for you.
ARMD (Age Related Macular Degeneration) - With age, debris can develop in the eye called 
drusen, causing a damaged retina, inflammation and later, vascularization. According to studies, 
dietary supplements like Vitamin C and E can inhibit ARMD from worsening or prevent it altogether. 
Retinal Detachment - Most common in men over 40 and often looks like “cobwebs” or specks that 
float in your field of vision. This is a medical emergency, seek professional attention immediately. 
Overall, annual eye exams are the most effective way to protect yourself. Being proactive with 
your health means more hugs from the grandkids and more time creating meaningful moments 
and lasting memories with those we love most. Who doesn’t want that?



Eat Well to Age Well 
by Rika Mansingh, RD
Aging well all starts with the mind.  When our brains are healthy we are more resilient and 
happier to live and enjoy life with the vitality we deserve.  When we nourish the brain we flourish 
and have the power to elevate our mood, boost energy, enhance concentration and improve 
sleep. Current research indicates that eating healthily for the mind is known to improve brain 
function, memory and prevent Alzheimer’s disease.  
Age related cognitive decline and Alzheimer’s disease are consequences of inflammation and 
oxidation, both of which should be preventable and possibly even reversible in the early-stages 
with good nutrition. 
In studies done by nutritional epidemiologist, Dr Martha Clare Morris at Rush University Medical 
Centre, participants who ate one to two servings of green leafy vegetables per day had a 
“dramatic decrease in the rate of cognitive decline compared to people who ate fewer greens.  
It was equivalent to being 11 years younger in age,” said Dr Morris.  
One of the best ways to keep our brains healthy to age well is by feeding it healthy food.  A 
combined dietary and lifestyle approach offers an effective strategy for the prevention and 
early-stage reversal of age-related cognitive decline. 
For more information on eating healthily for the mind, get your copy of “The Empowered Mind Diet Equation” by 
Rika Mansingh, Registered Dietitian at the Health & Wellness Show in Abbotsford: March 14 - 15 at the TRADEX 
1190 Cornell St.

my health
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Care from the Heart in Your Community
In 1959, several Mennonite churches came together to establish 
Tabor Home Society. Their aim was to care for the sick and aged in 
Abbotsford. A facility that accommodated 39 people was built in 1960 
with the support of the community and government. Since then, 
several additions and updates have taken place and Tabor Village is 
now home to over 300 older adults. 
However, the current complex care residence (the original Tabor 
Home) is now over 60 years old and is in need of more than simple 
maintenance to keep operating efficiently and economically. That’s 
why the Tabor Home Society has embarked on a wonderful new 
vision to transform Tabor Village. To date, $4.9 million has been 
raised towards the $11 million goal established in October 2018 for 
the construction of a new Tabor Village ‘Centre For Living’ Complex 
Care residence. 
Since its beginnings in 1960, Tabor Village has led the way in 
innovative senior care. They’ve been awarded Exemplary Status from 
the largest healthcare accreditation organization in Canada, meeting 
429 national standards in quality care. Tabor Village’s core value is to 
provide care from the heart with compassion, dignity and respect. 
Because of this, it’s easy to see how they achieve and maintain such 
a high standard.
In the past, complex care facilities looked and felt like hospitals. Long dark hallways leading to isolated 
bedrooms coupled with a large communal dining hall contributed to the institutional feel. The new 
complex care residence is designed in the Household Model, which will resemble small neighbourhoods 
on each floor. Each neighbourhood has bedrooms designed around spacious living areas, tailored 
to encourage longer and more comfortable visits from family and friends. Each neighbourhood will 
have its own dining room and will include an understated nursing station. This model will also protect 
residents better in the case of a pandemic like we’re experiencing now, with smaller quarantined areas 
so instead of closing off a whole building, restrictions can be placed on single neighborhoods when 

necessary, reducing the risk of disease spread and minimizing 
any disruption to the visitations or regular activities of other 
neighborhoods. 
The community needs to be engaged, municipal permits 
obtained while ongoing fundraising efforts must continue. 
Support from the community for this project is needed and 
there are countless ways to be involved. 
To find out how to participate in the Tabor Village Capital 
Campaign, contact the Campaign team at 604.859.8715 ext. 
147 or visit the website at www.taborvillage.org. 



Top 5 Tips for Quality Mental Health 
Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, we have all seen an overwhelming focus on health 
and hygiene. Wearing masks, watching for distance markers, and having one’s radar up in search 
of hand sanitizer have become part of everyday life. Some activities have stopped altogether, some 
continue but have a very different feel than before. Many people have been affected by these 
changes, but older adults, especially those living alone, are taking the greatest hit from severe 
social isolation. 
But is it worth it to sacrifice our mental health for the sake of the physical or can we balance the two 
for the best overall health we all strive for? If there was ever a time to be proactive, it’s now. But how 
can you be proactive with your mental health? Start by giving these top tips a try!
    1) Check in with yourself. The Canadian Mental Health Association BC division has released 
 a “COVID-19 Mental Health Check-In” online self-assessment tool. It’s free, anonymous,  
 and it provides a great place to start. Reflect on your thoughts and emotions each day.  
 Are feelings of anxiety, stress, depression, or fatigue a new experience for you since the 
 pandemic started?  If the answer is yes, see the following tips on next steps. 
   2) Journal. It’s a cheap form of therapy that many professionals swear by and it goes 
 hand in hand with top tip #1. Journaling is as simple as putting pen to paper and writing 
 what comes to mind. As psychologist, Barbara Markway, puts it, “There’s simply no better 
 way to learn about your thought processes than to write them down.”
 3) Build your bubble. Always follow the Public Health guidelines to limit risk of spread and 
 protect yourself and others, but mental health is an important part of our well-being and for  
 most, spending time with loved ones is vital. Pick your people, no more than five, and bring 
 them into your “social bubble”. It is a firm belief at my life that we are meant to live in community. 

Keep it small, but build your bubble. 
4) Speak up. The 55+ generation were often taught 
to save face and keep personal struggles and 
emotions to oneself. The problem with this mindset is 
it leaves an awful lot of people feeling alone. There is 
no shame in asking for help, whether you are having 
a bad day or are in need of a grocery delivery. Help 
could be a close friend or family member, a help line, 
a service organization or therapist, but no matter the 
need, help and healing through hardship is there. 
Speak up.
5) Get tech savvy. Might sound scary, but it’s as 
simple as asking for help (see top tip #4). With 
a little guidance, technology could be the key to 
keeping you connected with loved ones and the 
broader community. Organizations such as Archway 
Community Services offers a wide range of useful 
resources that can help with this. Reach out and get 
tech savvy. 
Check out mylifemagazine.ca for a list of helpful 
resources in your journey to quality mental health. 

Photo by Finn on Unsplash

my health



What’s a Fidget Quilt?
Did you know that over half a million Canadians are living with dementia today? By 2031, that 
number is expected to rise by 66% (Alzheimer’s Society). 
Having seen the symptoms firsthand through family and friends, Abbotsford resident Beverly 
Canaday was inspired to begin making fidget quilts – a placemat-sized quilt with various sensory-
based textures and activities to keep both hands and minds busy and relaxed. 
After retirement, Beverly found there was a “creative void” in her life, so she began to sew. She 
soon realized she wanted to do more than just make things, she wanted to create with purpose 
and help fill a need for someone else. She came across the idea for fidget quilts, sometimes known 
as “busy blankets”, and she knew she’d found her project. “Once the idea hit, I just dove in!” 
Fidget quilts can provide hours of stimulation and soothing activity. During the later stages of 
dementia, many with the condition seem to fidget constantly. They may pull at their clothing 
or bedding, ball up their hands, or rub their fingers together repeatedly. What they are doing 
is looking for something to hold and fiddle with, as this offers a form of comfort. The beads, 
buttons, different fabrics, and pockets on the fidget quilts provide exactly that.
Beverly specifically wanted to create something therapeutic for those in need. She considers 
each quilt a very personal project. “I always picture a person.” Beverly says. “I refuse to do them 
if I’m in a bad mood because I make them with love. I did some specifically for men too because 
I think they’re often forgotten about.” If you would like to purchase a fidget quilt for yourself 
or someone you love, find “Beverly Canaday Janzen” on Facebook and send her a message to 
place your order. All profits from the quilts will be donated to the Alzheimer’s Society.



The Amazing Power of Music
Since I was in music school, I have heard it said that music can stir up memories and reach parts 
of the brain in people that are otherwise hard to reach. It is estimated that there are over 35 
million people worldwide who suffer from some form of Alzheimer’s disease.  Considering the 
growing population of AD and the severe harmfulness to patients’ health, non-pharmacological 
treatments play a more and more important role in preventing and relieving symptoms of AD, 
such as physical exercise, music therapy and diet. 
Two summers ago I experienced this first hand. We had the opportunity to visit with my dear 
Aunt Helena who in the last several years has experienced severe short term memory loss, and 
mostly does not recognize us. She is very sweet and happy to 
have visitors, but asks funny questions such as: “Whose son 
are you? Are you married? Do you have any children?”
My cousin suggested that we sing some of the old familiar 
hymns, and immediately Aunt Helena joined right in, singing on 
pitch with all the right words. She was able to fully participate 
along with all of us, and shared in the music and in the celebration 
of our faith.
We observed that after singing she was no longer agitated, and 
able to carry on a lucid conversation for some minutes. While 
my aunt no doubt does not recall our visit, nor even singing 
together, for that moment in time we were fully connected and 
re-united in praise.

 - Dr. Calvin Dyck, Violinist & Director of AYO

A b b o t s f o r d ,  B C 
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lifemy at home
I went to a client’s house the other day and saw a 
quote on her wall that said, “We dance in this kitchen”. 
I thought about how many times I have danced in my 
kitchen...it’s a lot! It’s good to know I’m not the only 
one. 
The kitchen isn’t just where we go for food. It’s also 
where we take time to connect with those we love. 
Since this is such an important area of the house, let’s 
make sure it’s a safe space, especially for seniors. 
    - Watch your reach: Move your most used items to 
       lower cupboards and drawers. Store tools on 
       counter tops to be able to access them more 
       easily.
    - Faucets: Can you turn them on and off?   
      Sounds easy but this can be a challenge for those 
       with arthritic hands. Replace round knobs for lever 
      handles to make life easier and less painful.
    - Utensils: On the topic of arthritic hands, adapted 
      utensils like cutting boards, scoop plates and jar/
      bottle openers are available when there is a lack 
      of hand function.
    - Tripping Hazards: Electric cords and rugs are by 
      far the most common tripping hazards around the 
      kitchen. Make sure cords are tucked away and 
      rugs have a good rubber backing so they stay in 
       place (it’s preferable to eliminate rugs completely).
    - Risk of falls: Night lights and anti-slip footwear are 
      important when it comes to fall prevention. 
      According to the Cdn. Inst. for Health Info, 20-30% 
     of seniors fall each year. 
Simple environmental changes and adaptations can 
make day-to-day tasks easier. If the kitchen is the 
“heart of the home”, then you can show you care by 
keeping this space healthy and safe for you and your 
loved ones. 

Gabriela Sacca
Home Health Consultant, Abbey Medical Supplies
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Finding Solace Over Solitude
The Power of a Faith Community 

Did you know that half of Canadians age 80+ report 
feeling lonely? While this is cause for concern, 
there is a solution to aid this issue of loneliness and 
the answer is simple: community.  
I sat down with Vic Schellenberg, Pastor of Care at 
Northview Community Church, and Kurt Gramsch 
(94) to discuss the impact that a faith community 
in particular can have and what it means to them. 
To Schellenberg, a faith community means “home 
- there should be no safer place than home.” He 
believes we are made to “do life together”, to 
encourage and affirm one another through all 
seasons of life. For Gramsch, it’s “connection”. In 
a faith community, Gramsch says, “We always lift 
you up because we need each other!” 
Gramsch has been part of Northview Church for 
30 years and at 94 years old, he continues to 
visit people who can’t get out themselves, sings 
in the choir, and hosts various events including 
Northview’s monthly senior’s luncheons. Sitting 
across from Gramsch, it was obvious to me that 
he has more vigor than many younger people and 
with his unyielding desire to love and serve others, 
he won’t be slowing down any time soon. 
If you or someone you know can benefit from a 
faith community, you can find opportunities to 
get involved at Northview.org. Northview runs 
monthly senior’s luncheons, informative courses 
on grief care, finances, and conflict resolution, 
and continues to love and care for older adults, 
ensuring every individual can find their place of 
belonging and purpose like Gramsch did.
Gramsch has made friends who have become 
family and found purpose through serving others 
both in and through his faith community. Perhaps 
“pursuing the life you love” is that simple for 
everyone, plugging 
in and finding ways 
to serve and love 
others. 

- Bethany Somerville, 
Tabor Home Society

Kurt Gramsch (L) with
Pastor Vic Schellenberg

Amplifon is the global leader in hearing 
healthcare, backed by over 70 years of 
experience that’s setting a new standard 
in hearing healthcare. 

Knowledgeable Staff
 

Free hearing aid cleanings
Free follow-ups 

Complimentary hearing tests 
with cutting-edge testing 
technology 

 

   
 

  

 

 

Your local, Amplifon, 
hearing care professionals 
visit Tabor Village monthly! 

Tabor Court- 2nd Thursday 
of every month at 2PM 

More details in your monthly 
activity calendar! 

 

Abbotsford
134 - 31935 

South Fraser Way
604.854.4327

If you are 60+, you should include 
routine hearing testing as part of your 
annual check-up.

Abbotsford 
Clearbrook
155 - 32500 

South Fraser Way
604.557.1350

Call your local clinic to book a 
complimentary hearing test today!  



Embracing Elderhood
by Dan Levitt

Oct. 1, 2020 is the 30th anniversary of the International Day of Older Persons, which celebrates 
the important role that older people play in society and raises awareness of the opportunities and 
challenges of aging in today’s world.
The emergence of COVID-19 has high stakes for older persons who have been disproportionately 
affected by the virus. The pandemic presents an opportunity to reconsider our attitudes toward 
older persons and the impact of an aging population on society. Our perceptions of aging are 
changing. In fact, many previous ageist assumptions have finally been dispelled.
At the age of 85, Oscar-winning actor Dame Judi Dench became the oldest person ever featured 
on the June cover of British Vogue, dispelling the beauty myth previously embedded exclusively 
in youth culture. We are evolving to respect our elders, recognizing the wisdom and valuable 
perspective of those with advanced years. Moviegoers are anticipating the Christmas release of 
The Father, starring Sir Anthony Hopkins as a man spiralling into dementia as his daughter tries 
to stay connected. The movie is receiving critical acclaim for the unique perspective the audience 
is given, through the mind of someone experiencing mental decline and disorientation, while still 
believing himself to be rational and coherent.
US Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg worked until her recent death at age 87, a not-
unheard-of phenomenon in today’s workforce. In fact, workers 65 and older represent the fastest 
growing talent pool. Like other forms of workplace diversity, ensuring varying levels of skills and 
experience strengthens business outcomes.
Reversing ageism means embracing elderhood. We have grown up in a world in which people are 
living longer. There are more centenarians than ever before. Healthy aging is one of humankind’s 
greatest accomplishments. The lengthening of the life expectancy gives us hope.
What would you do with those extra years? A longer lifespan 
challenges us to reimagine how we live life. We may take time 
in our 20s to do things that previous generations delayed until 
retirement. We may continue formal education throughout our 
lifetime and mature students may no longer be the exception. Or we 
may transition a hobby into a profession in the second half of life. 
Longevity means we will adapt and shift priorities to more choice, 
and change the traditional three-stage life cycles of education, 
work, and retirement.
The face of the world will continue to age. By 2050 older adults 
in the world will total 2.1 billion. This demographic shift demands a 
shift in thinking — of our lives, our outlook, how we manage stress, 
how we earn, the way we learn, how we keep fit, and how we 
foster our relationships and our social networks. The greying of 
the population will change everything from economic and social 
systems to health care and city planning.
Reinventing our perception of longevity will enable everyone to 
pursue their goals and dreams. That means we must change our 
outlook on living, think positively and reduce stress in our daily 
lives. We must have conversations about money, and ensure that 
we save and spend wisely. We must recommit to both lifelong learning and fitness so that we flex 
our mental and physical muscles every day. And we must foster close social relationships, as well 
as our broader social circle, to help us weather life’s ups and downs.
Making the next 10 years a decade of healthy aging will bring aging issues to the forefront of 
public discourse. This will empower people to live longer — and live healthier, more productive and 
financially secure lives.

Dan Levitt is executive director of Abbotsford’s Tabor Village elder care community, an adjunct professor of 
gerontology at SFU, adjunct professor of nursing at UBC and a sessional instructor at BCIT.

my life
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Archway Community Services provides services from Langley to Lytton specifically for older 
adults to help them remain safe at home during the COVID-19 crisis. To access any of these 
services, call or text 211 or email Archway directly at seniors@archway.ca
 - Grocery shopping and delivery
 - Meal preparation and delivery
 - Food Hampers
 - Prescription pickup and delivery
 - Phone and/or virtual friendly visits
 - Assistance with online services for banking, pharmacy, groceries and communication.
 - Referrals to other resources and programs as needed
In Abbotsford:
Meals on Wheels Tel: 604-870-3764
Nutritious fresh, frozen, and affordable meals delivered four days a week
Better at Home Program: Tel: 604-859-7681 Ext: 772
Helping older adults 65+ to live independently by providing non-medical home support services.
Mobile Seniors Outreach Tel: 604.870.3763
Services for seniors self-isolating, inc. grocery or essentials deliveries, assistance with technology 
for banking, prescription ordering or communication apps.
Archway Food Bank of Abbotsford Tel: 604-859-5749
Food, basic necessities, dental and emergency assistance for individuals and families in need.

communityresources





Your Rexall Pharmacy Team is here 
to support you with services such as:

Did you know we  do more 
than fill  prescriptions?

• Consultation on A1C test results
• Injections + vaccines
• In home visits by a clinical pharmacist
• In home medication reviews and 

quarterly reviews by a clinical pharmacist

• Medication Management Tools
• In home Naloxone training
• In home training and presentations
• Medications take back
• and much more!


